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Active Citizens Programme

Active Citizens is a global network of community 
leaders that is being developed by the British 
Council and local civil society partners in 
participating countries. The goal is to build 
understanding and trust between communities 
by establishing an enduring global network of 
community leaders, who can work together to 
address the global issues of the 21st century.

At the core of Active Citizens is a methodology that 
combines empowerment, interconnectivity and 
global awareness with community-led development 
through social action and creative enterprise.

Splice  is the exclusive delivery partner in  
New Zealand for the Active Citizens Programme. 
Active Citizens New Zealand courses began March 
2018 in Auckland City. 

We will soon be expanding the courses further 
across the North Island during 2018.

To date the programme has:
• Connected over 54 countries worldwide

• Globally, worked with over 500  
partner organisations

• Trained 4,200 community and social  
leaders as facilitators

• Trained over 200,000 Active Citizens

• Helping to launch 7,500 community based 
social action projects

ACTIVE CITIZENS
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Active Citizens New Zealand focuses on:
• Empowering voices from a diverse community 

of people of all ages and cultures including youth, 
those from marginalised backgrounds, and those 
inspired to make a positive difference in their lives, 
and the lives of those in their communities. We 
focus on participants learning across cultures and 
generations, to enhance well-being and community 
resilience. 

• Equipping this group of people with the 
appropriate knowledge and tools to make a 
positive difference in their local communities 
by developing sustainable community 
based projects and initiatives that have a 
transformative impact. 

• Working with corporate and organisational 
partners to provide cultural competency and 
social leadership skills for their staff and target 
communities.

• Building trust within and between communities 
in New Zealand with Active Citizen participants 
across the globe. Active Citizens will develop 
people’s knowledge and skills so that they can 
build a better life for themselves and contribute to 
improving the quality of life of those around them. 

• Helping to develop participants’ creative 
and critical thinking, problem-solving and 
communication skills, as well as equipping them 
with enhanced life skills. 

• Providing participants with skills in facilitation, 
communication, negotiation, project management 
and implementation. 
 

• Engaging with participants as equals in a safe 
space, where collaboration and open dialogue 
value both personal experience and professional 
expertise equally.

Active Citizens Auckland March course delegates 2018



Active Citizens Programme

Active Citizens initial courses in Auckland will:
• Empower participants to make a positive 

contribution to the development of their local 
communities by supporting them to deliver 
social action and helping them to become 
financially sustainable through social enterprise. 

• Support and promote citizen led participation in 
governance issues.

• 
• Provide opportunities to build new networks and 

uncover new perspectives. 

• Provide cultural leaders with the practical skills, 
intellectual perspectives and global networks 
needed to seize new opportunities, strengthen 
their organisations and deliver a world-class vision. 

•  Cultivate a shared sense of purpose among 
participants and foster a sense of optimism about 
the future.

• Build relationships between community leaders 
in New Zealand to share learning in addressing 
common social challenges. 

• Provide a framework which supports and feeds 
into other youth development initiatives in  
New Zealand. 

• Equip participants with key life and educational 
skills. 

• Help to build trust, understanding and friendship 
between and within communities in which 
participants live. 

• Help participants develop productive and 
fulfilling life paths.

OBJECTIVES
“Awesome, ataahua, tumeke love the 
whanau feeling the whole weekend with 
Active Citizens amazing course”
Hono – Active Citizens Course participant Auckland
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Active Citizens Auckland March course delegates 2018

“I am rewarded every time I see our new 
participants go from being nervous and 
unsure individuals to becoming a close-knit 
group, who want to make the world better 
for everyone. I am also rewarded whenever 
I see the women successfully ‘pull off’ their 
social action projects.”
- Paula Manley -  Women Making a Difference (UK)



Active Citizens Programme

Active Citizens can be adapted to suit the needs of 
communities across the world. It is important to note 
that the design of each course is somewhat fluid 
and can reflect the focus of the primary group for 
whom the course is being delivered. In this way, the 
course may be bespoke for a youth organisation, 
a community group wanting to focus more on 
community-led development or social action, or a 
corporation wanting to focus on inclusivity and team 
leadership skills for instance. 

The Active Citizens programme comprises  
four core modules:

Module 1: Me - Identity and Culture: 
Understanding identity and culture is the key to 
opening minds to new learning and perspectives, 
changing attitudes, encouraging empathy and 
creating a stronger sense of social responsibility. 
It is also critical to problem-solving and building 
networks. 

Module 2: Me and You - Intercultural Dialogue:  

Participants learn methods of dialogue as a tool for 
building empathy, trust and understanding within 
and across cultures.

PROGRAMME DELIVERY
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Splice trained Active Citizens facilitators Auckland 2018 – languages spoken: 
English, Māori, Mandarin, French, Arabic.

Module 3: Local and Global Community -  
We Together:  

Participants learn how communities are local, global 
and interdependent and develop skills in mapping 
the community from a variety of perspectives - 
problem identification, systems thinking and power 
dynamics. These are used to identify appropriate 
interventions and a network to address them.

Module 4: Social Action/Social Enterprise  
Start-up Planning:  
Participants focus on planning a social action or 
enterprise initiative in their community, considering 
the process in different levels of detail and 
complexity. This involves identifying and clarifying 
their agenda, a specific intervention and how 
they will deliver it. A follow up half day will check 
participants’ progress on module 4.

The programme further supports learning outcomes 
through supplementary activity, such as policy 
dialogue; research on community; international 
study visits and international partner networking.

“The biggest impact we’ve seen is young 
people motivated to make a difference in 
their community and speaking out about 
their needs and priorities.”  
- Mona Hassouna - Development for People & Nature Association 
(Lebanon)



Active Citizens Programme

KEY STRENGTHS
The Key Strengths of the  
Active Citizens Programme

The success of the Active Citizens programme 
around the World is underpinned by four key 
strengths:

• The approach to cultural relations, which is to 
build trust and mutual understanding between 
people and cultures by sharing and exchanging 
knowledge and expertise. We believe trust and 
mutual understanding are critical for ensuring that 
the programme has long-term sustainability  
and impact. 

• The Active Citizens methodology focuses on the 
link between personal and community well-being 
and resilience, and evolving networks and shared 
conversations for transformational impact  
and change. 

• The Active Citizen’s extensive international 
network which enable us to connect different 
levels of society whether they are individuals, 
national governments, civil society or grass-roots 
organisations. 

• Our long-term commitment to bring about 
positive change by working with our partners 
on themes that matter at a local and national 
level, whilst bringing in an important international 
dimension to address the issues of an increasingly 
interconnected world. The Active Citizens strapline 
“globally connected, locally engaged” embodies 
this principle.
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“I now have a far better relationship with 
my community, as I understand them 
more and what’s best for them. I now 
play a more active role in the community; 
attending more social events and important 
community meetings. I’m more actively 
involved with the young people in the area 
and I encourage them to get involved in 
their community and make a difference. 
I believe that if you are passionate to 
help your community then this is the best 
programme to get involved in.”  

- Tahira Zaffar (Taz) is an Active Citizen in Greater Manchester

“If you approach this programme with an 
open and respectful mind you will break 
down all barriers regardless of gender, 
age, religion or cultural differences. Be 
prepared to take action after you have 
gone through the training, and keep the 
momentum going on to your social action 
project.”
- Marvin Davidson is an Active Citizen in London

Active Citizens Fiji regional training -  July 2017



Active Citizens Programme

We have a robust monitoring and evaluation 
framework for the Active Citizens programme, 
which maps outputs and outcomes at an individual, 
institutional and national level. Longer term impact 
is measured through tracer and impact studies. The 
most recent impact study reviewed Active Citizens 
in the UK. The evaluation, conducted by IOD PARC 
in 2014, found the programme to have an impact 
on individual lives, the organisations who partner 
with the British Council to deliver it, and wider social 
impact. 
 
Active Citizens NZ will be evaluated using the 
programme’s evaluation framework which focuses 
on measuring the changes that have been brought 
about among partner organisations, young people 
and local communities as a result of engagement 
with the programme.

Splice Auckland and our partners will continue to 
support successful Active Citizen delegates through 
our networks, creative programmes and community 
led development initiatives.

MONITORING & 
EVALUATION

“As part of our plan I just took a small first 
step … a put a proposal to start a free 
breakfast in my class for children who 
come to school hungry. Parents on board, 
community on board, students excited! 
Thank you Active Citizens for giving me the 
courage to get out of the ideation stage 
and make it real!”
Renu – Active Citizens Course participant Auckland
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Summary achievements from the report are 
highlighted below:

Achievements at an individual level include:

• Improved self-awareness

• Improved social awareness

• Improved ability to take social action

• Improved skills, experience and confidence

Achievements at an organisational and 
community level include:

• Improved connectivity and access to networks for 
social action

• Improved ability to deliver or support projects/
programmes focused on social impact

• Improved staff capacity

• Improved structures, policies and procedures

• Improved processes and practices

Because the Active Citizens programme works on a 
cascading distributed delivery model, contracting 
with one or more delivery partners to deliver the 
programme, it has a social impact on two levels – 
via the organizational development of the delivery 
partner and the impact of the personal and social 
development of the Active Citizens recipients. 



Active Citizens Programme

A key component of Active Citizens is the 
international study visit (ISV), which helps 
provide participants with a global perspective 
of the challenges facing their communities. ISVs 
provide an opportunity for both participants 
and facilitators from across the Active Citizens 
Network come together to visit a country and see 
at first hand the impact that Active Citizens has 
had in a context different to their own. During the 
visit, they visit particular communities to explore 
social development issues and the methods the 
community has found for addressing these issues.

ISVs comprise a week-long intensive schedule of 
workshops focusing on dialogue and networking 
skills, community visits and civic engagement. The 
country partners play a key role in setting up the 
itinerary and hosting the visit. The initial stages of 
the ISV are designed to help the group understand 
different contexts and cultures. The idea is to 
challenge preconceptions and start to understand 
the seemingly disparate links that exist between 
them.

We welcome approaches from Kiwi organisations 
keen to explore co-investment in the ISV’s or any 
international leadership programmes.

GLOBAL  
CITIZENSHIP

“It has turned around the mindset of the 
youth. They no longer ask what community 
leaders are doing for them but rather they 
have begun asking the community leaders 
what they can do for their community.”   
- Ahmed K Menyha Active Citizens Uganda
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Being exposed to other cultures and meeting 
people living in very different circumstances gives 
participants a fresh perspective on their own 
circumstances and life experiences. Powerful bonds 
form between the participants that often lead to 
collaborative social-action plans.

ISVs will give New Zealand Active Citizens the 
opportunity to directly engage with the Active 
Citizen network in order to better understand 
the interconnected nature of modern society, as 
well as to learn from others and share their own 
experiences.

“It would definitely be a mark of disrespect 
if I don’t thank the facilitators who were 
ready to accept whatever views and 
opinions I gave them over the weekend. 
And also for teaching me that every opinion 
could be linked to the final outcome.
For a person who arrived in this new 
country a few months ago, having his 
opinion of how he sees the world taken into 
consideration by a group of elders who had 
more years of experience than his entire 
lifetime, it really was motivating.”
Jaikrishna – Active Citizens Course participant Auckland



Active Citizens Programme

Active Citizens is a World-leading social leadership 
programme that has successfully responded to 
global issues of our time by providing a robust 
framework for social leadership, community-led 
activation, intercultural dialogue and personal skills 
development in 54 countries around the World.
Active Citizens helps make global citizens aware that 
the inter-dependency and connectedness of our 
World has impact on our individual and collective 
lives. As Active Citizens we are able to positively 
transform our communities and wider communities 
with tools to create real impact. 

Book for your Active Citizens course  
and join the movement today!

SUMMARY
“Thanks everyone, I was so happy to spend 
my Easter inspired and learning with all of 
you wonderfully magical humans!”
“Thanks guys, it was a wonderful experi-
ence. So glad I got to meet you all.”
”What an awesome bunch of people I had 
such a great weekend!”
“Hē manaakitanga ngā wāirua tāpu tenei rā. 
He kotahitanga o te motu te hei Mauri ora.”
Serena, Sarah Shaanil and Rawiri - Active Citizens Course participants 
Auckland
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Please contact Splice New Zealand programme 
manager Gareth Farry for more information or to 
sign up to an Active Citizens course:

Garethfa@splice.org.nz
+64 21657497

www.splice.org.nz/active-citizens

CONTACT & 
COURSE BOOKINGS



Active Citizens Programme

Course Information:
www.splice.org.nz/active-citizens


